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DB3      Dustbane Products Ltd.

Made of sturdy plastic 
for aggressive movements

Extremely flexible hose

12 L tank capacity can contain 
weeks worth of dust  
without emptying

Non-marking rubber wheels

Handle with air regulator  
for proper filtration

Tube securely fastened, 
eliminating any airborne dust 
during use.

Side protectant against doors and walls

Integrated cable wrap

Focused on sustainability, we are adding to our 
green product offering so that you can be too!

When you choose the DB3, you choose a sustainable alternative 
since the materials used in its manufacture come from 75% 
recycled plastic while offering you the same quality and life  
as non-recycled plastic.
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                            Dustbane Products Ltd.      DB3

Easily adjusts to different floors  
 
The switch on the nozzle of the vacuum provides double-use and 
therefore, can be flipped during use to calibrate the vacuum’s 
brush to clean at different levels. This technology can assist in 
improving overall air quality by deep cleaning carpets and fine 
cleaning hardwood.

Flexible parking position

The DB3 vacuum locks into place when parked to avoid damage from pulling 
and worry of falling. Its simple positioning makes it ideal for cleaning stairs and 
small spaces.  
 
The edges of the vacuum are built for extra side protection against doors 
and walls and protects against damage from surrounding obstacles.

See it to believe it!
Visit our website for more information:
www.dustbane.ca

The Power of a Sanifilter

The standard 3-stage filtration system includes a polyester cloth filter 
that catches particles and debris on all surfaces.  
 
Sanifilters include an antibacterial treatment in the production 
phase and can destroy cell membranes of different fungus, viruses 
and parasites. 
 
The DB3 vacuum filter is long-lasting and can stay in the machine 
without the worry of bacterial growth.

Paper filter bags prevent lung 
damaging airborne particles
to be recirculated back into the air
by capturing them.
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DB3 Power C lean Series

 

Dry Canister Vacuum
Superior Dust Pickup
Sanifilter technology picks up the finest particles deep within 
your carpet while being an eco-friendly machine. Following our 
constant commitment to sustainability, the components of this 
vacuum are made with recycled plastic (up to 75%).

Built for Your Needs 
Built with innovative techniques to ensure lower noise levels and 
less energy being used compared to the traditional vacuum. An 
ergonomic solution to allow and encourage use during the day 
when workers are present without disturbing.

Versatile
Comes with the proper and essential accessories to provide the 
user with any needed equipment for various jobs. Its dual use 
nozzle provides a deep clean on both hard floors and carpets and 
only requires pressing the button on the nozzle for a smooth and 
easy transfer between surfaces.

Specifications DB3
Model Number 28560

Dust Bag 3KTRI02732 (Pkg. of 10)

Dust Bag Capacity 3 Gal (12 L) – 12  Quarts

Filter System 3-Stage Filtration – Includes HEPA H13 Filter

Power 1.20 hp (900 W)

Amps 8 A

Voltage 110-120 V

Air Volume 93 cfm

Water Lift 89” (226 cm)

Nozzle Width 13” (32 cm)

Base Plate Plastic – Dual Usage

Onboard Tools Optional

Cord Length 28’ (8.5 m)

Hose Length 6’ (1.8 m)

Weight 13 lbs (5.8 kg)

Unit Size (L x W x H) 16” x 16” x 13” (40 cm x 40 cm x 33 cm)

Noise Level 68 dB

Approval(s) cUL


